Abstract. In this paper we construct pseudo-isotopies which realize certain cellular decompositions of 3-manifolds. In general we show that the pseudo-isotopy may be defined so as to leave points fixed outside of a given open set containing the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition. For nondegenerately continuous decompositions it is shown that the pseudo-isotopy does not move the nondegenerate elements far from their original positions.
Introduction. In this paper we shall investigate the realization of suitable cellular decompositions of 3-manifolds by pseudo-isotopies. If G is a decomposition of a metric space M, then we say that G may be realized by a pseudo-isotopy in case there exists a continuous function H: Mx [0, 1] -*■ M such that (1) H0(x)=x, for each x e M, (2) if g 6 G, then Hx{g) is a point in M, (3) if g, g' e G, g*g', then H^g^H^g'), (4) for 0^ t< 1, Ht is a homeomorphism, and H^ is onto. The first pseudo-isotopy theorem of this nature was established by Price in [3] where he proved that if G is a cellular decomposition of S3 such that S3/G = S3, then G may be realized by a pseudo-isotopy. This result was extended to arbitrary 3-manifolds in [5] . Siebenmann [4] has since given a proof of this theorem for all «#4. In the following we shall give a simplified proof of [5] and, in addition, show that considerable control may be exercised over the pseudo-isotopies. In Theorem 1 the pseudo-isotopy which realizes the decomposition is constructed in such a way that it is the identity outside of any given open set containing the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition. For nondegenerately continuous cellular decompositions of 3-manifolds, we show in Theorem 2 that a pseudo-isotopy may be found which does not move the nondegenerate elements far from their original positions. We would like to thank Professor S. Armentrout for many helpful suggestions in connection with this paper.
Notation and definitions. Suppose G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition (henceforth, referred to as a decomposition) of a topological space X. Then the decomposition space associated with G will be denoted by XjG and the natural projection mapping from X onto X/G by P. Ha will denote the collection of nondegenerate elements of G, and H* the union of these sets.
A 3-manifold is a separable metric space with the property that each point has a neighborhood which is a 3- Lemma 1 (Armentrout [1] ). Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M such that M\G is a 3-manifold. Then for each positive number, e, there exists a homeomorphism h from M onto M/G such that d(P, h) < e.
Lemma 2 (Kister [2] ). Suppose M is a 3-manifold having triangulation T, and dN is the natural metric for T. Then for each e > 0, there exists aS>0 such that iff and g are homeomorphisms from M onto M and dN(f, g) < S, there is an e-isotopy of M taking g onto f.
Lemma 3. Suppose G is a decomposition of M and {hi} is a sequence of homeomorphisms from M onto M\G which converges {uniformly) to P. Suppose S >0. Then there exists a positive integer N such that ifk>j>N, d{hjij'1,\ä)<h.
Proof. Corresponding to 8/2, there is a positive integer N such that if i> N, then d(ht,P)<8/2. Suppose k>j>N and y e M/G. Then d{hkhj\y),y) ú d(h¿THy),^\y))+d(PhíHy\hfirHy)) < 8/2 + 8/2, and the proof is completed.
Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M such that M/G = M. Let U be an open set containing H*. Then by [1] , U/G is homeomorphic to P(U) = V. Let T be a triangulation of the 3-manifold V, and let ^ : V -*■ F be defined by (f>(x)=x, where the domain has the relative metric dB induced by the metric of M/G and the range has the natural metric dN for T. Let Q=P\ v. Lemma 4. Assume the notation above, and suppose h is a homeomorphism from U onto Vsuch that dN(h, Q) < e, where e is chosen so that Se(x)cz N2 [x] for each x in V. Suppose x* e Bd V and {x¡}c V converges to x* (in the dR metric). Then
(1) There exists y* e Bd U such that {P~1(xi)} converges to y*.
(2) {h~\N[<j>(x¡)])} converges toy*.
Proof. (1) This follows from the fact that {xt} u x* is compact and P is a compact map.
(2) For each positive integer i, letyt e N2[<f>(Xi)]. Note dN(Qh~1(yi), hh~\y^))<e and, hence, Q(h"\yd) e Na[yt]cN3 [xt] . Since {xt} converges to x*, {<£"*(#3fo(*0])} will also converge to x*. Let zi = Q(h~1(yi)). Thus we have that {i>_1^"1(zi)} converges to y*. But A"1^) eP~1<f>~1(zi) and the desired result follows.
The main results. Theorem 1. Suppose G is a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M such that M/G is a 3-manifold. Let U be an open set containing H*. Then there exists a pseudoisotopy H which realizes the decomposition and such that H\M_V is the identity.
Proof. For a given positive number e, the 8 obtained in Lemma 2 will be referred to as the Kister number, and for a given positive number S the integer N of Lemma 3 will be referred to as the Lemma 3 integer. Let V=P(U). We may assume that £/<= Int M. Let T be a triangulation of V, dN the natural metric for T and dR the relative metric for V considered as a subspace of M/G. Let Q=P\ a and {hi} be a sequence of homeomorphisms from U onto V converging uniformly to Q in the dN metric [1] . Choose e small enough so that Ss(x)<= N2[x] for each x e M/G.
Let 8j be the Kister number which corresponds to e/2, and then let Nx be the Lemma 3 integer which corresponds to S±. Choose i1>N1 such that dN(Q, hh)<e. Let 82 be the Kister number for e/4, and ./V2 > A/j the Lemma 3 integer which corresponds to 82. Choose i2 > max {iu N2}. Then dN(hiJ¡i'11,id)<S1 and these two homeomorphisms may be connected by an c/2-isotopy.
Let S3 be the Kister number for e/8 and N3>N2 the Lemma 3 integer corresponding to S3. Choose i3 > max {/2, A^}. Thus d^h^h^1, id)<S2, and these two homeomorphisms may be connected by an £/4-isotopy. Continuing in this manner and combining the resulting isotopies in the obvious way we obtain a pseudoisotopy F:UxI^V such that F0=hh and FX = Q. Now define H:UxI-+U by H(x, t)=hf11F(x, t). Extend H to all of M by setting H(x, t)=x for x e M-U, tel.To complete the proof we need only check that if {xj is a sequence of points [February in U converging to a point x* e Bd U, and {t¡} converges to tel, then {H(xt, í¡)} converges to x*. Since {P(xf)} converges to P(x*) (in the dR metric), it follows from Lemma 4 that {A^ 1(A^2[<^(P(jci))])} converges to x*. Since by our construction of F, points in M/G were never moved more than a distance of e, we have that F(xt, t¡) e N2[<f>P(Xi)] for each / and the theorem follows.
Suppose M is a metric space and K is a collection of mutually disjoint subsets of M. IfgeK, then Kis said to be continuous at g in case for each positive number e, there exists an open subset V oî M containing g such that if g' e K and g' n V, then gcS£(g') and g'c5£(g). If G is a decomposition of a metric space Af, then G is said to be nondegenerately continuous if, for each g e HG, HG is continuous at g. Results concerning nondegenerately continuous decompositions may be found in Se(P-\x))for each x e M/G. Theorem 2. Suppose G is a cellular nondegenerately continuous decomposition of a 3-manifold M such that M/G is a 3-manifold, and let e be a positive number. Then there exists a pseudo-isotopy H which realizes the decomposition and has the property that, for geHGandte I, H(g, t)<=Ss(g).
Proof. For each g e HG, there exists by Lemma 5 a saturated open set Ug such that g^Ug^Seli{g) and if g' e HG, g'nUg^0, then Ssli(g)<=Sm(g'). Thus, {Ug : g g HG) is a saturated open covering of HG, and, hence, by Lemma 6, there exists a homeomorphism h from M onto M such that (1) for each g e HG, diam h(g) < e/4, (2) h{x) = x, for xeM-{Ug:ge HG), (3) for each g e HG, there exists Ug. such that g u h{g)<^ U".. We now proceed as in Theorem 1. Let 81 be the Kister number for y/4, and A/x the Lemma 3 integer corresponding to 8±. Choose i1>N1. Let 82 be the Kister number corresponding to y/8 and N2>N± the Lemma 3 integer for 82. Choose i2 > max {iu Ay. Thus ^(n,^1, id) < Sx and these two homeomorphisms may be connected by a y/4-isotopy. Continuing we obtain a sequence {hit) of homeomorphisms which are connected by small isotopies. Combining the isotopies in the appropriate manner, we construct a pseudo-isotopy F: Mx/-> M/h[G] such that F0=htl, F±=P, and no point in M/h[G] moves more than a distance of y/2 as t runs from 0 to 1. As before let H: MxI-> M be defined by H(x, t)=ht~1F(x, t).
To complete the proof we need to show that if g e Ha and tel, then H(g, t) cSe(g). Since g and h(g) both lie in some XJ9-which in turn is contained in Sm(g), we have that Sei2(h(g))<^Se(g). Therefore, it suffices to show that H(g, t)^Set2(h(g)). By our construction, F(g, r)cSy(P(g)). Let z e F(g, t) and choose a 3-simplex a such that zea. Note that 0[a]^ N3[P(g)]. Thus hr^eh^ia^p-^Ola]) czp-\N3[P(g)])^Sei2(Kg)), the last inclusion due to our selection of T. This completes the proof.
A decomposition G of a metric space M is said to be continuous in case, for each g e G, G is continuous at g.
Corollary.
Suppose G is a continuous cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M such that M/G = M, and let e be a positive number. Then there exists a pseudo-isotopy H which realizes the decomposition with the property that, for g e G and tel, H(g,t)<=Ss(g).
